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Second Annual TEAM Shabbos Increases
Awareness Surrounding End-of-Life Decisions
DAVID TRAINER

On Shabbos Parashas Vayechi, January 14, 2017,
more than 300 shuls and communities in 136 cities
nationwide will join the second annual Traditional
End-of-life Awareness Movement (TEAM), a project of the National Association of Chevra Kadisha
(NASCK).
Following last year’s resounding success under
the leadership of Rabbi Elchonon Zohn, this initiative will continue to help raise awareness throughout our community about the Torah’s perspective
on end-of-life matters.
Beginning the preceding week and throughout the Shabbos, shuls around the country will be
participating in the Team Shabbos movement in
various ways. Rabbis will dedicate their sermons,
lectures and shul programs to generate the discussion. Many shuls will be utilizing their weekly program and shul material (i.e. newsletters, e-blasts)
to focus on relevant topics, while some will collaborate with NASCK to coordinate a special event in
their community to boost awareness. Some of the
topics that will be addressed include the inherent
sanctity of life, the importance of making proper
medical decisions, choosing and helping others
to choose traditional Jewish burial practices and
writing wills in accordance with halachah.
The Torah perspective on end-of-life is not easy
to talk about. As such, many of these very important obligations and far-reaching matters are infrequently mentioned.
“Due to a lack of awareness about the inherent sanctity of every moment of life,” says Rabbi
Elchonon Zohn, “many people make end-of-life
medical decisions that are contrary to Torah values. The goal of TEAM Shabbos is to open the discussion about ‘Respecting Life — Here and Hereafter’ in a unified national movement to facilitate the
necessary awareness about these issues.”
2015’s TEAM Shabbos movement was a national success with overwhelming positive feedback.
“Many of the Rabbanim that presented shiurim
on end-of-life were surprised at the positive
and accepting attitude that their communities
responded with,” Rabbi Zohn explained. “The ‘It’s

about time’ sentiment was an oft-repeated phrase
this Shabbos.”
“The tzibbur welcomed the opportunity to
learn about the importance of end-of-life directives and halachic wills, as well as to hear an overview of the halachos of end-of-life situations and
issues related to a beis hakvaros,” explained Rabbi
Dovid Heber, Rav of K’hal Ahavas Yisroel Tzemach
Tzedek in Baltimore, Maryland. “Thanks to the
efforts of NASCK, these sensitive topics were
addressed ‘l’maaseh uv’rov am’ in our shul, together with many other kehillos in our community and
nationwide.”
Many Torah-observant people do not fully
understand the modern-day practical applications
of end-of-life concepts such as pikuach nefesh and
mes mitzvah. These important concepts require
us to make proper medical decisions and assist
our less-observant friends, relatives, acquaintances and co-workers in choosing traditional Jewish
burial practices.
In fact, a Rabbi from Maryland noted, “Given
the level of knowledge of the people in my shul,
I was very surprised how unfamiliar they were
with the many important hashkafos and halachos
that pertain to end-of-life. I’m so grateful to TEAM
Shabbos and NASCK for giving me the push and
the opportunity to speak about it.”
So, what’s the next step for NASCK and TEAM
Shabbos?
“We will continue to keep the discussion open
and to generate awareness surrounding the importance of the inherent sanctity of life and choosing
traditional afterlife choices. We look forward to
expanding the TEAM, b’ezras Hashem, next Parashas Vayechi,” says Rabbi Zohn. “We encourage
communities to join NASCK’s many ongoing programs dedicated to support, inform, educate and
inspire all those seeking information about traditional Jewish burial, including programs promoting Halachic living wills and EMES (Emergency
Medical Education and Sign-up) cards.”
To have your community join or for more information about the National Association of the
Chevra Kadisha (NASCK) and the TEAM Shabbos,
please call 718-847-6280.

Desperate Parents in Israel Proclaim:
‘Without Keren Hasa’ot, many children won’t have access to any Yiddishkeit’
SHLOMO BEN-YISSACHAR

Thousands of children in Israel’s periphery, who have
been learning in a Torah-oriented school might be forced
to transfer to state secular schools, where Yiddishkeit is
non-existent, due to dwindling transportation stipends.
To underscore just how desperate the situation has
become for families and communal leaders alike living
in Israel’s periphery, a farmer from the Upper Galilee
revealed, “This is absolutely their spiritual rescue. Our
towns are distant from Torah schools and providing
transportation is the only lifeline that connects our children to Torah learning.”
Rabbi Binyamin Cohen, former director of Keren
Hashviis, added, “Shemittah created a spiritual revolution in the homes of many farmers, but without proper
transportation for their children to Torah schools — all the
kiruv efforts will disappear.”

Mr. Ira Zimmerman, who resides in Amichai, a small
town in the Upper Galilee, claimed, “Without the Keren
Hasa’ot fund, our children would remain at home, no
doubt about that. We live in towns and settlements in the
Galilee and it’s at least a half-hour drive to any Torah-oriented school and there already have been days when no
transportation was available. It was very hard on those
days. The girls sat at home because there was nowhere
to send them. We’re not ready to compromise on their
education. We also couldn’t go to work because we had
to watch them, and their whole routines were upended.
We literally depend on the Keren Hasa’ot.”
This rapidly deteriorating situation may become
reality in just a few weeks, as some of the transportation companies may stop providing services. “There are
drivers who have not been paid for six or seven months
and are not ready to commit for future months,” said a
Keren Hasa’ot spokesperson. “Many drivers have told us

that they had pity on the kids and that’s why they agreed
to drive them at the start of the school year. However,
they are doing it only because they are driving them to
Torah institutions. The drivers reiterated that if they drove
to secular schools, they would never work under such
conditions.”
Recently, Hagaon Harav Aharon Leib Steinman, shlita,
convened an emergency fundraising appeal in his home,
attended by Gedolei Yisrael. In their urgent plea, the
Rabbanim urged, “It is an absolute obligation for every
person in Klal Yisrael to try to do no less than sponsor
one child, which is NIS 1,200 (100 x 12) a year, and praised
is the one who merits to have a ‘nefesh achas b’Yisrael’
advocate for him, as it is as though he sustained an entire
world.”
For details and donations call the hotline:
1-844-44-KIRUV or send to Keren Kiruv Yaldei Yisroel,
1072 Madison Ave, Lakewood, NJ, 08701.

